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Disputes over water constitute a major area of disagreement between Israel and Palestine. The uncoordinated and irresponsible environmental

This
POLICY
FORUM
issue
summarises
the achievements
and
deﬁcits of the
Glion/Geneva
informal
process
and
describes
the currently
actions
on both
sides
have
created serious
ecological and
humanitarian
hazards
that require
rapid, consultation
yet sustainable
action.
Those
who argue
that the
held
divergent
positions
of
major
players.
With
reference
to
several
necessary
conditions
for
success,
the
authors
make
concrete
proposals
for a
water problem can be resolved only as part of a comprehensive peace deal between the Israelis and Palestinians fail to recognise both the urgency
compromise-oriented
new
NPT
cycle
that
does
not
repeat
the
mistakes
of
the
past.
and the potential of cross-border water cooperation. The bottom line of this Flanking Cooperative Idea is that because water- and sanitation-related
issues extend both horizontally across national borders and vertically across various sectors, environmental cooperation can be used to create positive
linkages with and spill-overs into other policy fields with the potential to initiate new forms of collaboration in currently deadlocked areas, including the
1. After 19 years, major regional players of one essential issue: that (in)formal
field of disarmament and non-proliferation.

Background and Context:
The Traditional Core
Disagreement and the
Challenge
to Overcome
It
Reaching out
to New Policy

Areas

T
his Cooperative Idea addresses the key
challenge of how to bridge the basic gap
O

ne of the objectives of the Expert
between the traditional “Peace First!”
Panels’ contribution at the 2017 NPT
(Israel) versus “Disarmament First!”
PrepCom in Vienna (see Policy Forum
(Egypt-led Arab states) positions. This
No. 2) was to introduce Track I and Track
disagreement on conceptual regional
II actors to a wider range of policy areas
security matters was the essential
with the potential to generate mutually
factor that impeded a joint agenda for
beneficial cooperation among players in
the envisaged conference in Helsinki
the Middle East. The rationale behind this
on a zone free of weapons of mass
approach is based on the following four
destruction (WMD) and their delivery
assumptions:
vehicles (DVs)/WMD/DVs-free zone.
1. The traditional notion of security has
In turn, this disagreement mainly led to
been expanded to include human,
the failure of the 2015 Non-Proliferation
economic, and ecological security.
Treaty (NPT) Review Conference
2. Policy fields are different, but not
(RevCon).
encapsulated, thereby opening up
possibilities for positive linkages and
This leads us directly to the Glion/Geneva
spill-overs to revive other currently
Process initiated by the former Finnish
stagnant fields, most notably that of
facilitator, Ambassador Jaakko Laajava,
disarmament and non-proliferation.
with its achievements and unresolved
3. The interdependence of policy fields
questions. Relevant developments after
can serve to encourage stakeholdthe failed RevCon will also be taken
ers from different sectors and backinto consideration, as will the relevant
grounds to collectively support shared
working paper submitted by Egypt at
interests and common goals.
the First NPT Preparatory Committee
4. Advancing ideas of cross-border
(PrepCom) on 1 May 2017 (Egypt, 2017)
cooperation in one policy field can
and the joint working paper submitted
help pioneer other cooperative initiaseparately by 12 Arab states on 4 May
tives by sending positive signals and
2017 (Bahrain et al., 2017).
thought-provoking impulses to policymakers and Track-II actors.
The following two achievements of
the Glion/Geneva process should be
Based on these four assumptions, the
acknowledged so that any further efforts
Flanking Cooperative Idea discussed in this
can and should build on them:
Policy Forum issue promotes a concerted

sat for the ﬁ rst time around the same
table during the ﬁve informal multilateral meetings held between October
approach to advance cooperative efforts among
2013 and June 2014.
various Middle East actors with the ultimate
2. The participants agreed on decisiongoal of establishing positive linkages between
making by consensus as well as on
and spill-overs into various fields, including
organisation, modalities, and rules of
that of disarmament and non-proliferation. In
procedures.
this process, it is crucial not to mistake
a concerted approach for an “all-orAmong the deﬁcits to be overcome are the
nothing” strategy by which the resolution
following:
of contentious issues, such as shared
1. Arab countries have complained that
water management, is held hostage until
the meetings were not (adequately)
a comprehensive Middle East peace deal
recorded.
has been struck. Rather, a concerted
2. Especially to Amb. Laajava’s chagrin,
course of action recognises the viability
many states did not send high-level
of step-by-step advances through the
representatives who would have been
creation of positive linkages between
in a position to take decisions.
innately interconnected policy fields,
thus maximising the sustainability and
Three major unresolved issues remain:
effectiveness of cross-border agreements.
1. The role of the United Nations
(UN) both in terms of its concrete
involvement
the overall
The
Conflictand
over
Waterframework
in the
of the required communication and
Levant
conference process (see Finaud and
Kubbig, 2017);
The conflict over water resources has been
2. the above-mentioned gravest failure of
a major source of disagreement between
coping constructively with the fundaIsrael and Palestine for more than three
mental conceptual and security-related
decades. At its core lie two different but
gap (in this context, a concrete date
interconnected issues: water supply (i.e.
for the Helsinki conference was also
the availability of and access to water) and
controversial); and
water contamination (i.e. the salinisation
3. follow-on steps (a road map) after the
of water supplies and the pollution of the
envisaged Helsinki Conference.
environment). As part of the Middle East
and North Africa region, Israel and PalesThis POLICY FORUM issue aims at building
tine experience a naturally arid climate that
on the above-mentioned achievements of
is prone to periodic droughts, rising temthe Glion/Geneva process and taking the
peratures, and six to seven months of litdeﬁcits into account, while exploring steps
tle to no rainfall each year. Because many
for dealing constructively with the second
of the region’s natural freshwater sources
challenge in a way that does not lose sight
are shared by at least two riparians, water

communication and conference processes,
even if they do not lead immediately to
an optimal goal such as nuclear disarsupply is also always intricately bound to
mament in the Middle East/Gulf, are a
the ability to access local water resources.
vital component of any security strategy.
Under the current Israeli military occuCompromise-oriented policies as a key
pation of the West Bank the Palestinians
to progress are needed more than ever.
have only limited ability to withdraw waHowever, the issue of a road map will
ter from the Mountain Aquifer and Jordan
only be touched on as a controversial issue
River. This situation, combined with the
during the Glion/Geneva Process (see
additional accessibility barriers created by
Box No. 1), since it is not mentioned in the
the Israeli-built separation wall, is further
relevant working papers submitted at the
fanning the dispute over water rights.
PrepCom in Vienna.
Parallel to rising rates of per capita wa-

Where
We Stand in the Context
ter consumption are steadily increasing
of
the
First
NPT PrepCom
amounts of wastewater that need to be
in
Vienna
(2-12
May 2017)
discharged and treated in appropriate wa-

ter treatment facilities. For this reason, the
In the aftermath of the 2015 NPT RevCon,
water problem is no longer only a matter
the two following contradictory features
of water supply, but further involves quescan be observed: (1) organisational activtions of ecological sustainability, appropriities at the international and regional level
ate methods of sewage and waste disposal,
to overcome the stalemate of non-commuand enforceable environmental standards.
nication; and (2) the continuing mainteThe continued over-extraction of wanance of inﬂexible positions on substantive
ter resources as a response to the steadiissues, especially by the regional actors.
ly growing demand for water causes the
The semi-ofﬁcial Moscow Conference
ground- and freshwater resources to beon 23 May 2016 on “Devising the Next
come increasingly saline. The results range
Steps” regarding a WMD/DVs-free zone
from unusable water resources to the colwas the ﬁ rst attempt to bring together
lapse of entire eco-systems. Meanwhile,
all major players at a fairly high level in
the lack of water treatment and sewage
order to test the waters especially among
disposal facilities in the Palestinian territhe representatives from the Middle East/
tories produces massive amounts of polluGulf and ﬁ nd new compromise-oriented
tion that contaminates the Mediterranean
ways out of the predicament (see UNGA,
Sea and transboundary freshwater basins.
2016 [a], p. 3/14). At the end of that year,
on 14 December, a surprising four-hour
The failed attempt to address the water
informal meeting took place in Nagasaki.
and sanitation problem through the IsraeTaking advantage of the UN Conference
li-Palestinian Joint Water Committee has
on Disarmament with a number of NPT
prompted both governments to opt for
stakeholders present, the Japanese Foreign
a strategy of environmental unilateralism
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Box No. 1: The Road Map as a Controversial Issue
instead of cross-border cooperation. Isra-

el, a ’water superpower’ in the field of hyFor the Arab countries, a road map was an important
element from
earlyonon,
as the “Arab
dro-engineering,
relies
innovative
and
proposal for 2012 conference Final declaration
documentmethods
paper/Elements
for 2012
cost-effective
such as water
recyConference Final Document” shows. On the basis
of the
1995
ResolutionAs
on proficient
the Middle as
East
cling
and
desalination.
the
and the 2010 Mandate/Middle East Action Plan, the
draft concluding
document
of the Helsinki
country
has become
at managing
its water
Conference should deﬁne and adopt a formalisedresources,
conferencehowever,
process following
the escape
gathering.
it cannot
the
It should also draw up a detailed road map withfact
concrete
to-be-met
dates and
accountable
that the
environment
does
not simply
reporting, speciﬁcally: the creation of three working
the WMD/DVs-free
zone;
the
stopgroups
at its on
borders.
Instead, large
quanticonvening of these working groups “on a regularties
basis
three
the convening
of every
sewage
andmonths”;
contaminated
run-off
of a follow-up conference “on an annual basis until
thethe
zone
is established”;
and the
presen-to
from
West
Bank and Gaza
continue
tation of a “comprehensive report on the outcome
the Israeli
2012 Conference,
andproblem
progressis
flowofinto
territory. The
within the working groups, to be presented to successive
NPT Review
andwhere
their
most pronounced
in Conferences
the Gaza Strip,
Preparatory Committee meetings”.
daily amounts of more than 120 million litres of raw or poorly treated sewage reach
The “Sandra’s List” document of 26 November 2013
issued by the Ofﬁ
of the
Facilitator,
the Mediterranean
Sea,ceand
where
over 96
however, was vague and inconclusive on the issuepercent
of a roadof
map,
“Informalare
Orientation
all while
waterthe
resources
currently
Paper” by the Facilitator’s Ofﬁce on 28 November
2014
the topics mentioned
in
unfit
for presented
human consumption.
The sewage
the following in brackets, i.e. as unresolved: the
creation
of a
coordinating
“to
that
reaches
Israel
needs tocommittee
be adequatefoster
the politicalunderstands
dialogue in thethat
region”
up before
of two expert
groups,
one on
»EcoPeace
theand thelysetting
treated
its water
content
canthebe
and the
other
onthis
unspeciﬁ
ed conﬁare
properties of the zone and on veriﬁcation and compliance,
reused.
The
costs
of
procedure
water and sanitation problem is both
dence- and security-building measure [CSBMs] and
the tax
Middle
East. Also,
in
latercooperation
translated in
into
deductions
from
multinational
and multisectoral,
further steps
to enhance
a vague
way, the “Informal
Orientation Paper” “consider[s]
the Palestinians.
The much
more security
sensible
possible
further
and cooperation
in
the
region
of
the
Middle
East,
including
the
convening
of
solution
would
be
to
enforce
appropriate
which is why the organisation
(emphases
added). and construct
Expert Groups and the possibility of a new Conference”
environmental
regulations
actively attempts to combine
additional water treatment facilities in the
The
strong differences
terms other
of concreteness
the commitment
to establish
ecological
protectionin with
policy and
Palestinian
territories.
But thea formalised
implemenconference process could not be overcome. (All
citedofdocuments
were has
tabled
during
tation
such
solutions
been
madethe
exsectors, including regional economic
Glion/Geneva consultations but not made public.).
tremely difficult due to the geographically
development, women’s empowerment, and politically fragmented nature of the
invited
severalpolitical
Track 1.5
West Bank,
the limited
andexperts
finanand education. One of EcoPeace’s Ministry
and
ofﬁcials of
representing,
among
others,
cial capacity
the Palestinian
Authority,
greatest successes has been the
the
three
co-conveners
(the between
Russian
and the
ongoing
internal strife
United Kingdom [UK], and
development of the first ever NGO Federation,
Fatah and Hamas.
regional master plan, which includes United States [US]).
The problems of water scarcity and conmore than a hundred proposals for Indicating
that thenotArab
tamination stretch
only governments
horizontally
wanted
to
play
their
active
in
across
political
borders,
but
alsopart
extend
interventions aimed at systematically
overcoming
the stalemate
of non-commuvertically across
other sectors
of society.
rehabilitating the Jordan River
nication,
at the regional
level the
As a precondition
for social
andSecretaryeconomGeneral
of the Arab
League
had
already
Valley.«
ic development,
sufficient
water
resources
decided
in March if2016
to establish
Wise
are indispensable
agriculture
and aindusPersons
consisting
initially
try are toCommission
grow. Chronic
water shortages
of
people,
later extended
to ten. The
andsix
limited
accessibility
to resources
crereport
of the members,
who were
requested
ate barriers
to economic
development,
to
evaluate
and propose
new zone-related
which
in turn
spur unemployment
and
ideas
options on
how tothe
proceed,
was
social and
discontent.
Besides,
more time
due
March
2017,
immediately
the
and in
money
that
need
to be spentbefore
on ensurFirst
the of
Commission
ing a NPT
steadyPrepCom,
and safe but
supply
water for
did
not and
issue
an outcome
personal
household
uses, thedocument
less time
(Pugwash,
2017).
25 January
2017
and resources
can beOn
invested
in education
representatives
three co-conveners
and other formsof
of all
development
– a probmet
in Amman
with members
this
lem that
disproportionally
affectsofyoung
Commission.
girls and women, who are often responsible for managing domestic water supplies.
Whether
in Moscow,
or Amman,
Inadequate
sanitationNagasaki,
and hygienic
condiin
terms
of substance,
vital of
differtions
further
increase thethedanger
the
ences
especially
among the
major with
regional
outbreak
of water-borne
diseases
the
actors
could
not bewidespread
bridged. Inepidemics
Moscow,
potential
to cause
everybody
– not onlyhazardous
the regional
reprethat are particularly
in densely
sentatives,
but also others – repeated the
populated areas.
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positions
held of
before
NPT
Thus, the they
absence
safe the
and2015
sufficient
RevCon.
This is has
whyimplications
the Russiannot
Foreign
water resources
only
Ministry
did not planbut
a follow-up
for the environment,
for othermeeting
aspects
at
time.
The In
gathering
Nagasaki
of that
society
as well.
situationsinmarked
by
was
variation on the theme.
A very
higha unemployment,
low levels
of short
eduForeign
Ministry
in Japanese
cation, and
poor media
healthrelease
conditions,
water
only
mentioned
“that
meetingof
wassocial
held
insecurity
can be
an the
instigator
without
anyand
substance”.
In Amman,
discontent
unrest. Worse
still, in anthe
althree
of the co-conveners
ready representatives
flammable environment
such as the
and
the members conflict,
of the Wise
Israeli-Palestinian
wherePersons
social
Commission
played the
unrest and violence
eruptping-pong
easily andgame
peof
mutual water
expectations
once
riodically,
insecurity
canagain:
pose awhile
real
the
three
extra-regional
threat
to the
security of diplomats
the wider stressed
region.
the need for initiatives from the Middle
East/Gulf to bridge the gaps, the Arabs
Cooperation
in
turn asked theamid
three Conflict
co-conveners to
supply impulse proposals.
The interdependence of water issues with
This
also thefields
bottom
of theanseparate
otherispolicy
hasline
created
Israeworking
papers
by Egypt
theinitiatives
12 Arab
li-Palestinian
landscape
in and
which
countries
in the context
of the First
NPT
for cross-border
environmental
cooperPrepCom
in Vienna. obstructed
They repeat
the
ation are periodically
by the
traditional
positionscaused
(including
those
of
political turbulence
by the
reality
the
working
paper
by EcologiBahrain
of the
conflict
on submitted
the ground.
on
of the Arab
on 22 April
cal behalf
organisations
such Group
as EcoPeace
Mid2015
during
the NPT
in New
dle East
are highly
awareRevCon
of this problem.
York).
Seeing environmental
the ball to be in
the court
This regional
organisation
of
co-conveners
that the Arab
hasthe
been
advocating implies
for a sustainable
apcountries
notcross-border
come up with
a uniﬁ
ed
proach to did
joint
water
manposition
Vienna
how24
to years.
move forward
agement infor
moreon
than
As one
on
the most
issue.renowned
And yet the
cracks among
of the
environmental
orthe
Arab states
are region,
highly visible.
It is isnota
ganisations
in the
EcoPeace
by
accident
that Egypt looked
isolated At
in
pioneer
of cross-border
cooperation.
Vienna,
the group
of Aviv,
the other
12
its three while
local offices
in Tel
RamalArab
countries
not homogeneous.
lah, and
Ammanis EcoPeace
brings together Israelis, Palestinians, and Jordanians to
We
heard
different
stories to
from
Arab
develop
common
approaches
establishdecision-makers
insustainability
personal encounters
at
ing environmental
and social
the
First in
NPT
Some
representastability
thePrepCom.
region. The
organisation’s
tives
us that
disagreement
wasEnvionly
work told
is based
onthe
a simple
equation:
aronmental
matter of cooperation
tactics – the +
Secretary-General
trust building =
of
the Arab League,
reﬂecting the majority
environmental
peacebuilding.
of the members, had decided accordingly.
Three
Gulf
countries that
– Kuwait,
EcoPeace
understands
the waterSaudi
and
Arabia,
andproblem
the United
Arabmultinational
Emirates –
sanitation
is both
were
in favour of making
of the
and multisectoral,
which use
is why
theFirst
orPrepCom
coming
up withtoa combine
position
ganisation by
actively
attempts
paper
as a means
of inﬂwith
uencing
the debate
ecological
protection
other
policy
early
on.including
Differently
from Egypt,
at least
sectors,
regional
economic
desome,
if notwomen’s
most, ofempowerment,
the other 12 Arab
velopment,
and
countries
the value greatest
of the
education. acknowledge
One of EcoPeace’s
2010
Mandate,
theydevelopment
see as still valid.
successes
has which
been the
of
In
paper ofmaster
4 May plan,
2017
thetheir
first joint
ever working
NGO regional
they
“consultative
whichsupport
includesa more
than a process”
hundred(para.
pro11.d)
the auspicesaimed
of the
UN and
posalsunder
for interventions
at systematthe
depositarythestates,
leading
to the
icallythree
rehabilitating
Jordan
River Valley.
“immediate
(para. 11.b;
emphases
The masterconvening”
plan’s primary
function
is to
in
original
in bold) ofcooperation
a WMD/DVs
signal
how cross-border
can
conference.
But all 13
Arab states
united
generate tangible
benefits
botharefor
the
in
considering
that theand
1995
on
valley
and its people,
forResolution
the local enthe
Middle East
is still
the basic
document
vironment,
within
a feasible
financial
and
economic framework.
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First Flanking Cooperative Idea
Environmental Peacebuilding across Borders and Sectors: A Concerted Approach to Multilateral Cooperation in the Middle East
First Cooperative Idea
Bridging
Most
Fundamental
Gap: grassA Dual-Track
Approach That
Simultaneously
Disarmament and Regional Security
EcoPeacethe
also
invests
in bottom-up
transforming
and defusing
socialPursues
conflict.

roots initiatives such as educational programmes to increase environmental awareness, trilateral youth camps that seek to
foster Next
inter-cultural
The
Steps: dialogue, faith-based
initiatives Working
with the aim
of establishing
Parallel
Groups
on
connections between
of the
Disarmament
and members
on Regional
three Abrahamic
on theFocus
basis of
Security
with religions
a Concrete
the Jordan River’s symbolic significance
for all ifthree
andwithin
programmes
to
Even
one faiths,
remains
the NPT
bolster the
local economy
insetting,
we seriously
doubt and
that tourism
one session
dustry.
of
the conference, as proposed by the
Russian working paper, will be acceptable
Bythe
running
programmes
(andwho
taking
to
other these
two depositary
states,
act
thethe
abovementioned
assumptions
acas
protectors of Israeli
interests.into
At the
count),
EcoPeace
able to generate
the
same
time,
we haveisdocumented
a number
following
four results:
of
time-consuming
(yet futile) attempts at
1. The organisation’s
creates tanbringing
the topics of work
disarmament
and
giblesecurity
results together
for the (see
people
regional
Box on
No.the
2).
ground, in whatever country they inWe habit.
suggest that all Middle East/Gulf
2. Creating
overlaps
between
actors
and Israel
should
addresspolicy
the
spheres
that
essential
gap reinforces
issue duringthethemessage
consultative
a sustainable
fair solution
the
process
– and inand
a concrete
way.to The
watersecurity
and sanitation
problem
regional
focus should
berequires
limited
comprehensiveand
approach
that goes
to a ato-be-discussed
agreed-upon
list
far beyond
theThis
technical
asof ultimately
ﬁve merely
priorities.
limitation
pects
water
would
be aof
sign
thatmanagement.
this focus is not meant
3. delay
By working
across
national,
occupato
discussion
on the
nuclear
issue.
and and
social
lines, EcoPeace
is
The tional,
discussion
selection
process may
ablenew
to widen
the pool of
stakeholdcontain
and surprising
compromiseers that
support peaceful
cross-border
oriented
opportunities,
and even
unifying
cooperation.
elements:
4. By engaging children and adults of
all three
nations
in inter-cultural
• One
may ﬁ nd
conventional
arms control
and on
educational
again
the Israeliprogrammes,
list – but the EcoArab
Peace communicates
the the
necessary
countries
should not worry:
results
and mindset
for out
peaceful,
ofknow-how
joint analyses
may turn
to be
in the
ecoincross-border
their favourcooperation
because such
analyses
logical
realm
andsuperior
related areas.
may
show
how
Israel is in
terms of conventional arms across
the board. This ﬁ nding may make it
Next
onforthe
moreSteps
difﬁcult
thePath
Israelistoto legitiSuccess
mately justify retaining their nuclear
arsenal – at least at current levels.
In insecurity
turn, the has
Israelis
encounter
Water
beenmay
increasingly
rec-a
muchasmore
League
ognised
a realdifferentiated
threat to the Arab
regional
stawith
motives,
andthey
security
bility
of the
Middleinterests,
East. While
have
c threat
perceptions
yet concerns/speciﬁ
to cause a full-scale
military
conflict,
andofpriorities
have, for
issues
water andthat
sanitation
haveinstance,
proved
partly
changed
the perceived
to be
directly
linkedintoview
the of
eruption
of sofactor
sinceuprisings,
Israel started
its
cial Iranian
unrest and
violent
not just
nuclear
activities.
in the
context
of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, but also in other regions of the
•Middle
One East
could
ballistic
missiles
and discover
North Africa.
Nonethethose
with a veriﬁ
able issues
range
less,(especially
for all their
apparent
dangers,
70 km
or more have
that can
WMDa
of of
water
insecurity
alsocarry
created
warheads)
as aenvironmental
promising starting
point
strong
basis for
protection
addressingcooperation.
the nuclear issue
in an
andfor
cross-border
This alone
elegant, and
has indirect,
been an important
step politically
on the pathless
to
loaded way.
•

Terrorism may show up on the Israeli list
in general terms. Why not try to focus

ACADEM

Box No. 1: The Ro

What is more, the strategies that have
The Author
For the Arab coun
been used in the field of cross-border enproposal
Inga
Schierholz is a master’s
student for 201
vironmental
cooperation actors’
are transferrait on non-state/hybrid
access to
The
Authors
in Peace and Conflict Studies
at the Final D
Conference
ble WMD-related
to other policyand
sectors,
including
that
radiological
material
University
of
Manitoba
and
the
University
and the
2010 Mand
of and
disarmament
non-proliferation.
make this aand
unifying
factor?
Adj. Prof. Dr. Bernd W. Kubbig
is the
of Winnipeg, Canada. She is currently should
Cross-border cooperation on the basis of
ORCHESTRA
Coordinator of the ACADEMIC PEACE Conference
writing her thesis on environmental
It should also draw
shared
mutual benefits
can
During interests
such aandlong-haul
discussion
MIDDLE EAST (APOME)
cooperation as a tool for peacebuilding
reporting, speciﬁc
become
toolrecognise
for inter-culprocess, an
all effective
sides may
that
(see http://academicpeaceorchestra.com)
in the Israeli-Palestinian water conflict.
convening of thes
tural
dialogue
andkinds
trust matter,
building.but
It ishave
the
weapons
of all
In 2017 she spent three months in Israel,
of aAdvisor
follow-up conf
task
Track
to use
the interdeto beofseen
as II
theactors
nucleus
of broader
and
Marc
Finaud
is
a
Senior
Programme
Palestine, and Jordan to conduct
field
tation
of a “compr
pendent
of policysecurity
fields toarrangeextend
ultimatelynature
all-inclusive
atresearch
the Geneva
Centre for with
Security
Policy
in cooperation
EcoPeace
within the working
such
forged
areasEast/Gulf.
of cooperation
mentsnewly
in the
Middle
This
(see
http://gcsp.ch).
Middle
East.
Preparatory Comm
into
other
realms,
with the
goal
implies
looking
beyond
the ultimate
narrow areas
of non-proliferation
widening the pooland
of disarmament
stakeholders and
and
APOMEand
and
GCSP
toThe
cordially
“Sandra’s
Lis
maximising
effects of
existing
striving for the
spill-overs
from
policymultiﬁelds
APOME
GCSP
wishwish
to cordially
thank
thank
our
generous
sponsor:
however, was vagu
national
cooperation.(and the conﬁdence
where cooperation
our generous sponsor:
Paper” by the Fac
that goes with it) is already in place or can
the following in br
The
learnt from
easilylessons
be promoted,
albeitcross-border
discreetly. n enfoster the political
vironmental cooperation could serve as a
properties of the zo
valuable way of reviving the currently dordence- and securi
mant field of disarmament and non-prolifa vague way, the “
eration by initiating new rounds of collaband cooperation in
oration both horizontally among opposing
Expert Groups and
actors and vertically across sectors based
on shared interests and common goals
The strong differen
to achieve peaceful, multinational coopconference proces
eration. Based on these insights, further
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